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FROM THE CEO
Firstly we’d like to thank all

those supporters of AQA who
have taken the opportunity at
the end of the financial year to
make a donation to support the
initiatives that do not attract
Government funding. The support
of our community enables us to
progress projects and services
that add real value to people with
spinal injury.
AQA initiates and participates in
research that has the potential
to improve the quality of life,
independence and participation
of our community and those
that support them. One recent
example is a NDIS funded project
where we have agreed to partner
with Spinal Life Australia (QLD)
and Deakin University to identify
opportunities to build the capacity
of mainstream services to better
respond to the needs of people
with a spinal cord injury. We know
what a difference a welcoming
community can make to people
participating in everyday activities.
People, businesses, organisations
and communities can be more

\

or less welcoming in a physical
access sense but also via their
attitudes and whether they
expect our community to be a
customer or client.
The NDIS has a focus on
overcoming barriers to inclusion
in mainstream services. These
are non-disability specific services
such as employment, health,
transport, education, recreation
and ageing. Over the years, much
work has been done to try and
improve the way mainstream
services work with people with
disability, however more change
is needed. This project will identify
what mainstream services are the
priorities for people with spinal
injury and what stands in the
way of their access and inclusion
in these services. We will also
be asking people to suggest the
changes they want to see, any
strategies for action they have
used in their own experience or
think will improve inclusion. The
project will also complete a scan
of strategies that have been used
internationally and what we can

Peter Trethewey
Chief Executive Officer
Spire, AQA Victoria Ltd, Qualcare
petertrethewey@aqavic.org.au

learn from any successes, so
that our next steps build on a
solid base, and don’t reinvent the
wheel. Research staff from Deakin
University will be collecting the
views of participants between
July and September this year. We
will be letting you know in the
next few weeks how you can
contribute your perspective and
experience.

HIGHLIGHTS
Welcome to the June 2018 issue of
NewsLink.
Recently, Spire has helped promote
the Mornington SCI Community
Network which was started by a
couple of locals. We’re now looking
at creating a new network in the
Gippsland area. Please see page 6
for further details.
Another informative and
entertaining WOT Day was held in
April at the Royal Talbot. Please turn
to page 8 for a recap of the day.
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The ATSA Independent Living
Expo returned to Melbourne
Showgrounds in May 2018, and
Spire and Qualcare were excited
to be one of the exhibitors again!
Please turn to page 9 to read a
summary of our experience at the
event.
On pages 10–11, you can read part 2
of Dave Jacka’s experience aboard the
the wheelchair accessible tall ship ‘SV
Tenacious. Part 1 was published in the
April 2018 issue of NewsLink.

On page 16, Spire Information
Officer Wayne Bradshaw talks to
us about his process of getting
onto the NDIS scheme. Wayne
hopes to help others as they
prepare for their planning meetings.
Finally, below are this year’s
contribution deadlines for the
upcoming editions of NewsLink:
August

1st August 2018

October

1st October 2018

December

1st December 2018

.org.au
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INFORMATION

NDIS Information
Sessions

Women with SCI
Information Booklet

As the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)

Spire has a range of information booklets online

rolls out across Victoria, Spire is providing free NDIS
workshops for people living with spinal cord injury
(SCI) or similar complex physical disability. As well as
providing an overview of the NDIS, the sessions will
focus on the lived experience of SCI and will be an
opportunity to share tips, tricks and concerns about
the NDIS.
The sessions are suitable for people developing
their first plans, family and friends assisting people
through the NDIS, people trying to understand their
plan and people developing second and third plans.

Event Details
When:

Wednesday, 18th July 2018
Thursday, 30th August 2018
Monday, 17th September 2018

Time:

11:00am – 1:00pm

Where:

AQA Victoria office

Address: 440 Heidelberg Road,
Fairfield VICTORIA 3078
RSVP:

By Monday, 16th July 2018
Tuesday, 28th August 2018
Friday, 14th September 2018
E ndis@aqavic.org.au
T 03 9489 0777 (Fiona Scoullar)

covering:
•• Victorian Information Booklet
•• Barwon Information Booklet
•• Tasmanian Information Booklet

We are in the process of putting together an
information booklet for women with SCI. The booklet
will cover a wide range of areas specific to women
such as: health, services, resources etc.
The booklet is in the early stages of planning and we
would like to hear back from our community with
ideas or services that could be included. The booklet
will be Victoria wide.
Please contact Karen on 03 9489 0777 (Wednesdays)
or karenjames@spire.org.au with your ideas.
We’re looking forward to hearing from you.

DO YOU HAVE A STORY TO TELL OR
AN EXPERIENCE TO SHARE?!
Spire is looking for people to contribute one
or a series of blogs/articles to share with our
networks. We are open to your ideas, and
can also assist with the writing and editing
process!
Please contact us if you are interested on
03 9489 0777 or info@spire.org.au.

Qualcare is a division of AQA Victoria Limited and
is an industry recognised provider of high quality
personal care services. For over 20 years Qualcare
has delivered personal care and support throughout
the state of Victoria to people with a disability, injury
or illness in their homes and communities.
T 03 9482 4373
F 03 9482 7933
W www.qualcare.org.au
E qualcare@aqavic.org.au
4
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Did you know AQA host free
monthly navigating the NDIS
workshops?
June 2018
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Inspired. The way
travel should be

Planning your holiday should be as
exciting as your time away.
Hi, I’m Fiona. With over
20 years’ travel industry
experience, I can secure
the most competitive
rates, plus my natural
ability to go the extra
mile, ensures that all my

clients receive the highest
quality service. And, as a
wheelchair user myself, I
have insight into the travel
needs of a person with
a disability. Your journey
starts here.

Fiona Donaldson

Your personal travel manager
M: 0403 868 746
E: fiona.donaldson@travelmanagers.com.au
travelmanagers.com.au/FionaDonaldson
Part of the House of Travel Group
ACN: 113 085 626 Member: IATA, AFTA, CLIA

Are you getting enough
continence funding?

Funding for bladder and bowel products is changing and you may be entitled to more.
Call Coloplast today to find out
1800 316 650
aucare@coloplast.com
Coloplast Pty Ltd, PO Box 240, Mount Waverley, VIC 3149 Australia
www.coloplast.com.au The Coloplast logo is a registered trademark of Coloplast A/S. © 2018-05 CON629. All rights reserved Coloplast A/S

CON629-V3-A5 horizontal options.indd 1
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SPIRE EVENTS
Upcoming Events

Date

Time

Location

Ballarat Regional Network

21st June 2018

11am – 3pm

TBA

Shepparton Regional Network

4th July 2018

11am – 3pm

TBA

Bendigo Regional Network

11th July 2018

11am – 3pm

TBA

Geelong Regional Network

16th July 2018

11am – 3pm

TBA

Ballarat Regional Network

19th July 2018

11am – 3pm

TBA

Shepparton Regional Network

1st August 2018

11am – 3pm

TBA

Bendigo Regional Network

8th August 2018

11am – 3pm

TBA

What’s Out There day (WOT)

15th August 2018

11am – 4pm

Royal Talbot Rehabilitation Unit
1 Yarra Boulevard, Kew

Ballarat Regional Network

16th August 2018

11am – 3pm

TBA

Spinal Cord Injury Network of
Professionals (SCIP)

16th August 2018

4pm - 6pm

Lonely Planet Offices
551 Swanston St,, Carlton

Geelong Regional Network

20th August 2018

11am – 3pm

TBA

Spinal Cord Injury Network of
Professionals (SCIP)

15th November 2018

4pm - 6pm

Lonely Planet Offices
551 Swanston St,, Carlton

SCI Community Network Groups Round-up
Living regionally, outside
of Greater Melbourne, can
affect access to services,
and can be socially isolating.
Spire has a vision for
connecting and supporting
people that live in regional
Victoria, and Tasmania.

Surveys have been sent out to
find out the interest level.
The Networks meet once a month
and are guided by local people.

Please contact us if you would
like to know more about the
Networks:
T 03 9489 0777
E info@spire.org.au

We have established networks
in Ballarat, Bendigo, Shepparton
and Geelong and will expand to
other areas throughout Victoria
and Tasmania. Most recently,
we’ve helped promote the
Mornington network which was
started by a couple of locals.
We’re looking at creating a new
network in the Gippsland area.
6
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SPIRE NEWS

Spinal Cord Injury Network of Professionals
(SCIP) meeting
The Spinal Cord Injury Network of Professionals (SCIP) met
recently to workshop and develop a strategy for the next 12
months. You can read more below or on the Spire website.
Since their last meeting at the
end of 2017, and approximately
one year after they formed, the
Spinal Cord Injury Network of
Professionals (SCIP) decided to
develop a strategy for the next
12 months. A small governance
group met for two planning
workshops that took place
in April and May, where they
discussed the core purpose of
the group, and some tangible
actions moving forward.
At the end of the two planning
workshops, two main purposes
for SCIP were outlined:
•• To help people in all stages
of employment with a spinalrelated injury – to gain
employment, manage and
adapt workplaces, supports
and entitlements available,
rights, etc.
•• This will be the primary
focus of the group which
can be driven through
making sure people are
aware of the group and
developing the membership.
•• By welcoming new members
to the group, one-on-one
peer-support, hosting group
sessions at WOT days,
forums etc.
•• To influence the broader
professional workspace (our
contribution to the workforce)
– advocacy, changing corporate
June 2018

attitudes to SCI/disability,
influencing senior leaders,
creating opportunities for SCI
professionals, etc.
•• While this is an incredibly
important goal, the group
will look to delving deeper
into this as membership
grows and becomes
more known within the
community.
With SCIP group members having
a wide range of skills themselves,
including writing and editorial
to networking, marketing and
technology, it was decided that
a new and improved website
would be designed, along with a
flyer. The importance of ensuring
the language is inclusive was
discussed in detail which will be
reflected in all content moving
forward. This is to ensure the
group comes across as open
and inclusive to all levels of
spinal injury – whether you use
a wheelchair or not. The group
has also been working on a code
of conduct which is currently
being finalised – this will then
be housed on the new website.
During this 12-month strategy the
group will also consider ways in
which to measure its outcomes,
achievements and goals.
To date, the group has been
meeting quarterly, hosting
guest speakers on areas such

as accessing superannuation,
benefits of Job Access, and
members sharing their own
personal experiences, tips and
ideas. While this will continue,
the meeting in August will be a
follow-on from the workshops
outcomes, future content and
events and inviting as many
members as possible to attend.
From this meeting the group hope
to gauge how much time and
energy people are able and willing
to commit to the group – small
or large, all contributions being
valuable and worthwhile.
For the following meeting in
November, the group hopes to
have someone from the Victorian
Human Rights Commission
speak to the group about the
laws relating to people with
disabilities in the workplace.
Through implementing the
12-month strategy the group
will first focus on advertising
the group, developing its
membership and continuing to
help others with spinal injuries
(as well as each other), in all
stages of employment. From
this, the group will then aim to
develop the second part of the
strategy – influencing the broader
professional workspace.

Details of our next event
When: Thursday, 16th Aug 2018
Where: Lonely Planet Offices
For more information or to RSVP,
please contact Emma Bloom.
T 03 9489 0777
.org.au
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SPIRE EVENTS

What’s Out There (WOT) Day
Another informative and
entertaining WOT Day was
held in April at the Royal
Talbot Rehabilitation Centre.
WOT day is designed for
those currently going through
rehab, as well as those who
have recently transitioned
to the community. The
event serves as a platform
to connect with, receive
guidance and gain insight
from the wider spinal cord
injury (SCI) community.

The day commenced with a

panel discussion comprising of
peer-support volunteers and
individuals who have lived with
a SCI for several years. The
panel members shared their
experiences, strengths and
practical advice around navigating
life in the wider community. They
spoke about how they learnt to
do things differently post-injury.
Setting small, medium and large
goals each day/ week/ month
helped to give them focus, e.g.
learning to do transfers, to

eventually getting into the car
by themselves, and driving. The
topics ranged from travel, through
to pain management and mental
& emotional health. They learned
to accept what they could not do,
and made the most of what they
could do to be independent.
As WOT days continue to grow
with participants, we were forced
to use the basketball court area
for the panel. Being a bigger area,
the panel member’s voices get
drowned out. However, thanks to
the generosity of the Robert Rose

Foundation, we were able to
purchase a wireless microphone
system for the panel members so
that they can be heard. We even
have some roaming microphones
for the audience to ask questions.
After an incredible BBQ lunch,
attendees broke off into smaller
discussion groups to cover topics
such as health and fitness, work
and study, camping, adventure
and family and relationships. A
number of exhibits were also
available for participants to look
at and learn about, including
modified wheelchairs and
transport options.
Spire and the Royal Talbot look
forward to holding more beneficial
and enjoyable WOT days on
August 15th and December 12th
2018.
If you’re interested in resourcing
a future WOT Day as a panel
members and/or exhibitor please
contact info@spire.org.au or
phone 03 9489 0777

8
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ATSA Independent Living Expo– May 2018
The ATSA Independent Living Expo returned to Melbourne
Showgrounds on 16th & 17th May 2018, and Spire and Qualcare
were excited to be one of the exhibitors again! The ATSA
Expo is a great opportunity for anyone wanting to learn
more about assistive technology, mobility solutions,
employment support, accessible holiday options and more.
It’s a free expo for people with a disability, seniors, their
families, friends and carers, and health professionals.
The ATSA Independent Living

Expo returned to Melbourne
Showgrounds on May 16 and
17, and Spire and Qualcare
were excited to be one of the
exhibitors! The ATSA Expo is a
great opportunity for anyone
wanting to learn more about
assistive technology, mobility
solutions, employment support,
accessible holiday options and
more. It’s a free expo for people
with a disability, seniors, their
families, friends and carers, and
health professionals.
Dressed in our famously bright
orange Spire t-shirts, we were

more than ready for the busy two
days! Our stall was set up with
information sheets, goodies from
Spire and Qualcare, and a monitor
showing our YouTube videos!
Many of our amazing peersupport volunteers supported us
by sharing their lived-experience
stories and interests with visitors
to the stall. It was great to see
so many familiar faces from Spire
and Qualcare – past volunteers
and current members all came by
to have a long awaited catch up!
We made valuable connections
with many occupational therapy
students, health professionals, as

well as a variety of people who
just wanted to know “what’s out
there” - which Spire understands
all too well with its regular
What’s Out There (WOT) days at
the Royal Talbot Rehabilitation
Centre in Kew.
The ATSA Expo has gotten bigger
and bigger over the years, with a
variety of exhibitors, food trucks,
and even a portable accessible
toilet which had a large amount
of space to move around in. With
over 100 exhibitors displaying
their products and services, it
can be overwhelming for any first
time visitor, so we recommend
future visitors to make the most
of it by attending both days and
taking time to ask questions with
relevant stallholders. We also
advise that you take flyers from
those you think may be beneficial
to you and your life; and slowly go
through them at home by going
on their website or giving them
a call.
Overall, it was an engaging and
successful two days for Spire and
Qualcare. Our aim is to support
people in the community living
with a spinal cord injury, and
make our presence known in
the wider disability field. Every
year the ATSA Expo changes its
location, so we look forward to
being a part of it again when
it returns to Melbourne in two
years time.

June 2018
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COMMUNITY

Popping the Bubble! - Part 2
Following is part 2 of Dave Jacka’s blog article about his
7-day voyage sailing around Port Phillip Bay upon the
wheelchair accessible tall ship ‘SV Tenacious’. Part 1 was
published in the April 2018 issue of NewsLink.
When one door closes, another

opens up. The Captain still had a
few ideas to give us the tall ship
experience. We raised anchor
at Port Arlington, the previous
night’s stop, and set the sails for
a very leisurely (2 knot, walking
pace) run to just offshore to
Chelsea Beach anchoring for
the night. My team was on the
8am-to-midnight watch, making
it my turn at the helm, keeping
the ship on its compass heading,
steering with the huge power
assisted wheel. The helm is in
the open air, and although it was
a comfortable warm day of 28
degrees, I could only imagine how
challenging it would be in the
elements fighting the wind, wet
and cold in a churning sea.
While Peter was at the helm, we
had some excitement for half
an hour when a squall suddenly
came through. As the huge sails
grabbed the wind, the Tenacious
leant over like an ocean racing
yacht. I had to quickly wheel my
chair to the top side of the deck
for a flatter spot, put my brakes
on and hang on, so I didn’t roll
across the deck launching myself
over the rail. As the speed of
the ship rose from 2, to a more
respectable 6 knots, we got a
small taste of what sailing on
the high seas may be like. It was
awesome!
I have always found that getting
into a new routine on any of

my trips is a small shock to the
system initially, but after a few
days it becomes a normal way of
life, and living on the Tenacious
was no exception. The varying
watch times, usually a 4-hour
block, keeping a watch for other
boats, recording the position and
conditions, helming (steering the
ship) or doing a walk around the
ship checking for anything out
of the ordinary, my sleep was a
little broken, but nothing a quick
snooze couldn’t fix.
Innovating with old technology,
the permanent crew had ways
of enabling and overcoming all
access obstacles. And today was
the day I was going up the mast
to the crow’s nest, some 30 feet
up! Most of the voyage crew had
climbed up on the second day,
even the vibrant and tenacious
Margery; an 83-year young lady
who sailed on tall ships in her
younger days had a go. Today
with the never ending calm
conditions, it was Margery, Elise
and my turn to reach the great
heights.

the voyage crew pulled on the
main rope flinging me into the air
like a trapeze performer. I wasn’t
nervous, I had total faith in the
crew that they wouldn’t let go
of the rope! The higher I went up
the mast to the crow’s nest in
the warm morning sunshine, the
view out over the iridescent blue
bay with the faint outline of the
city skyline in the distance was
spectacular.
Whether it is going up a mast or
ashore is a team effort. “Who
wants to swim with the seals”
said Jenny at our morning team
meeting. A few people put their
hand up including Peter. It’d have
to be a lot hotter for me to even
consider going for a swim, but I
was keen to go out with them to
check out the dogs of the sea.
And the idea of going in one of
the inflatable Zodiacs, intrigued
me as to how they were going
to do it. Without a breath of wind
under a dull, overcast sky, we
motored to Chainman’s Hat, an
octagonal structure serving as
a shipping channel marker and
haul-out for local brown fur seals,
in the South Channel of Port
Phillip Bay.

In keeping with the tall ship
era, Fliss, and Jeff, the Support
Medical Purser, a big Canadian
bloke, attached ropes from
pulleys to the cradle under my
wheelchair and to the sling I was
sitting on as a backup just in
case one rope broke. With each
shout of “Heave” from Fliss, 10 of
■■ continued on next page
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■■ continued from previous page

With the two inflatables in the
water, and a sling under my bum,
Fliss connected the shackle to
my harness, I levitated as Jeff
gave the command to “heave”
to the line of people holding the
rope, Fliss swinging me out over
the side of the ship on a davit
arm. Jeff lowered my wheelchair
to Ben the 3rd mate and Lucy the
bosun’s mate, in the inflatable, I
floated down into my wheelchair.
Fortunately, it was a pretty easy
exercise in the calm conditions,
but if there was a swell, it would
be quite exciting.
Parks Victoria had beaten us
to the platform and were in the
process of tranquilizing one of
the seals to remove some debris
wrapped around it. Not wanting
to swim with very annoyed seals,
we headed to Point Nepean’s
historic Quarantine Station for
some sightseeing.
Landing on the beach like
an SAS assault team in the
inflatables (maybe that is a
little exaggerated), it was a nice

change to go for a push longer
than the circumference of the
ships deck, and explore the
hidden history. The Quarantine
Station was established in the
1850s to stop the outbreak of
disease when the passenger
ships reached Melbourne, & then
more recently was used as an
army Officer Cadet School.
Once back on the ship, after
kitchen duty, and a few wines
at “The Courage Bar” where we
relived the week’s adventure
with other voyage crew, I went
outside to see my last sunset
from the deck before we’d be
heading back to our start point at
Williamstown tomorrow.
As the sun dipped below
the horizon, the orange hue
transforming the sky into a water
colour painting, my thoughts
drifted through my experiences
over the last six days, and the
one thing that was ever present
were the people I had met and
shared these experiences with.
Although we had never met each

other before, the common link we
all had was an adventurous heart
that brought us all together. We
were all from different walks of
life, ages and abilities, but each
person pitched in, and when
someone needed a helping hand
or even just for moral support
it was always there. They are
what made it an experience to
remember.
It’s so easy to get caught up
with all our “important” things
that we feel we have to do, that
it can be difficult to see beyond
this encapsulating bubble we
form around our lives. This can
blind us to opportunities that
gently present themselves. If not
grabbed by both hands, they may
slip by without a whisper, missing
the chance to have an amazing
experience or do something
that shapes who we are for the
better.
I’m glad that I took a moment
to step back to look at the
bigger picture, popping my
proverbial bubble, and grabbing
the opportunity before it passed
me by. It gave me a wonderful
experience and from now on, I’m
going to be “popping the bubble”,
a little more often!
Thanks to the Jubilee Sailing Trust
for providing this opportunity and
I urge anyone who has a spark of
adventure in their soul to check
them out www.jst.org.uk.

The SV Tenacious crew
June 2018
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HEALTH & WELLBEING

Winter Weather Precautions
People with disabilities, and particularly those with a spinal
cord injury (SCI), are vulnerable to the extremes of weather
in Australia, whether in winter or summer. These extremes
can be a real danger since the body has a reduced ability to
regulate temperature. As the weather cools down, we have
put together some tips and tricks for you to keep in mind to
stay warm and safe this winter.
Body temperature

Clothes

People with a spinal cord
injury (SCI) often struggle to
regulate their body temperature.
It is important to adopt specific
strategies and be aware of
certain situations to keep warm
during the colder months. It’s
recommended that people with a
SCI don’t use heat packs or hot
water bottles (and if they do, do
so with caution) as many may not
feel the extreme heat. Hot water
bottles can also leak and result
in burns that a person may not
necessary feel.

Dressing in layers is a useful
trick that people with a SCI can
use to stay warm; especially if
you like to get out and about
during winter. The layers trap
in the heat, and you can add or
remove layers depending on the
temperature around you. Another
useful tip is to invest in winterfriendly clothing and accessories.
Choose your fabrics with care, as
materials like wool and fleece are
better than cotton; cotton does
not insulate well and if wet, takes
longer to dry in the cold. Putting
blankets on your lap or wearing a
coat on backwards can help keep
you warm without compromising
your ability to manoeuvre your
chair. However, you also must
remember to cover your back not just the front.

When the body gets cold, its
response is to shiver to try
and warm up. Shivering does
not typically occur below the
level of injury in people with
SCI. Therefore, the body cannot
compensate for cold temperatures
and warm up, which can lead to
hypothermia (abnormally low body
temperature) which is potentially
dangerous. It’s always helpful to
use extra blankets and to keep
your hands and feet as warm
as possible. Keep your room/
surroundings cosy and warm
with the use of space heaters
or fireplaces. Do not venture out
in the cold unless you absolutely
need to. Your body can get
critically cold long before you will
realise.
12
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Hydration
The human body uses more water
in winter than summer because it
takes more energy to keep warm,
so it is incredibly important to
stay hydrated. Dehydration can
make you feel chronically cold, or
overheated. As much as possible,
soft drinks, coffee and caffeinated
teas should be avoided, as the
caffeine present in these drinks
has a dehydrating effect on your
body. So drink plenty of water
instead!

Winter air is not only cold, but also
very dry and can cause the skin
to become parched. One of the
first signs of dehydration is dry
and itchy skin, which can worsen
quickly and lead to cracking and
the beginning of skin breakdown.
Applying a light moisturiser to your
hands can help keep the skin stay
hydrated and supple, and prevent
cracking and discomfort. Frostbite
is a condition to be wary of in the
winter months. If you think you
have developed frostbite, move
to a warm area and seek medical
attention immediately.

Physical Activity
Exercise not only keeps you
active, strong, and healthy, but
helps you stay engaged, alert and
occupied. Colder temperatures
cause muscles to tighten up,
and exercise helps to reduce
spasms, as well as getting blood
flowing to keep lower limbs
warm. Exercise also helps combat
anxiety and depression, which
are often associated with winter.
You could try a range of motion
exercises daily to maintain bodily
strength. Alternately, you can ask
your healthcare provider or GP to
prescribe an exercise program for
you, keeping your ability, fitness
levels and goals in mind.
Always remember to be aware of
the weather forecasts for your
area. If you decide to venture
outside on a cold day, remember
to dress warmly in layers and
keep a bottle of water handy for
hydration. Winter is a challenging
time for those with a SCI, but with
a little preparation and vigilance,
you can make it exciting!
June 2018

HEALTH & WELLBEING

Have You Got Your Flu Shot?
Spire Team Leader Naz wants you to strongly consider
getting your Flu shot if you haven’t already done so. He went
without one for years but suffered badly last year during the
flu season.
No one enjoys being knocked

out with the flu, but for some
people the symptoms can be far
worse than a few miserable days
in bed.
I went without a flu shot for
years but paid dearly last year.
I thought I would be ok without
one but got the flu last year and
was stuck in bed for 6 whole
days feeling crap and unable to
sleep. It was the sickest I had
ever been from the flu. So, I’m
back on the bandwagon!
Last year was one of the worst
flu seasons we’ve had with
around 250,000 people officially
getting the flu. Of these 29,000
people were hospitalised. It
was estimated that up to 4,000
Australians died, mostly people
aged over 65 years.
While this year’s flu season
isn’t expected to be as bad
as 2017, health authorities are

encouraging as many people as
possible to get vaccinated.
When you are living with a
disability, the last thing you want
to deal with is fighting the flu.
Getting a flu shot will decrease
your chances of getting sick, and
allow you to focus on the things
you enjoy. Even if you do get the
flu, the symptoms won’t be as
severe as for those who aren’t
vaccinated.
Experts say the best time to get
the flu vaccine is in late autumn,
ideally late April to early May.
However, it’s never too late to get
the jab. The vaccination will also
be effective if you get yours in
June or July.

people around you. Encourage
your caretakers, family members
and anybody else who you have
frequent contact with to get the
flu shot too. Also, take everyday
precautions such as washing
your hands frequently and
keeping away from people who
are sick.
Don’t just rely on what I have
to say. Get more information
and advice from you GP or local
pharmacy. More information is
also available on the Department
of Health influenza webpage at
www2.health.vic.gov.au/publichealth/infectious-diseases/
disease-information-advice/
influenza..

While not all people with
disabilities are at a high risk for
getting the flu or experiencing
complications from it, it’s a good
idea to protect yourself and the

Did you know AQA
is registered not
only to provide
standard needs
assistance with
self-care activities
and community
participation but also
high intensity?
June 2018
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My Volunteer Experience
For National Volunteer Week we want to acknowledge and
celebrate the generous contributions of all AQA Volunteers.
Our volunteers help support and inform the lives of people
living with SCI. Idil is one of many, who volunteered her time
during student placement, went on to become a volunteer
and now works with AQA Qualcare.
The Bachelor of Health

Sciences Rehabilitation
Counselling degree at La Trobe
University provides students
the opportunity to complete
placement in the final year.
Students have the chance to
apply the theory based learnings
they obtained from the degree
within a practical setting of their
choice.
I discovered the Australian
Quadriplegic Association (AQA)
through a friend, which is an
organisation that provides
support and services to people
with spinal cord injury (SCI).
With further research through
the AQA website, I decided I
would love to complete my
placement specifically within
Spire and was fortunate enough
to be given that opportunity. I
was very nervous and afraid
to step outside of my comfort
zone as I had no experience or
knowledge regarding SCI prior
to commencing placement. This
was a little daunting at first but
I was very quickly welcomed
into an accepting and supportive
environment that felt a little like
a family.

amount of knowledge and skills
about spinal cord injury and the
services that were available. I
also had plenty of help from my
colleagues around me who were
always happy to answer all my
questions, even the silly ones!
As time went on, I began
participating in external activities
which really helped further
strengthen the theoretical
knowledge I had already gained.
Although I did not have time
to participate in all the events
during my placement, those
that I was involved in included:
Community Networks, Community
Living Expos, specifically What’s
Out There (WOT) Days and the
VALID Expo and Discovering the
Power in Me (DPM).

Participating in as many events
as I possibly could was one of
the many highlights during my
placement. I loved being able to
not only learn through a practical
approach but just genuinely
enjoyed being part of such a
positive environment!
In addition to the knowledge
and skills I have developed and
along with all the wonderful
people I have had the pleasure
of meeting, I have also gained
a genuine interest in pursuing
a SCI focused profession postgraduation. Although I began
knowing absolutely nothing
about SCI and having no real
idea of where I wanted to be
post-graduation, this placement
has genuinely been the best
experience I could have hoped
for and has really helped me
understand where I want to go
in life. It has also allowed me to
work within an organisation that
has a great workplace culture
and an environment that fosters
growth and development of the

I quickly settled in and begun
assisting with the Peer Health
Coaching pilot program. I
genuinely enjoyed this task as
I quickly gained a tremendous
14
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skills and knowledge that already existed along with
new ones.
If I could repeat my entire placement experience,
I would choose AQA again as it surpassed all my
expectations. If I had to change anything, it would be
to speak up sooner about my interest in participating
in events, so I could go to as many events as I
possibly could and to reach out to the wonderful
people around me much sooner as they made me
feel incredibly welcomed and appreciated.

When I had initially joined AQA for my student
placement, I had not imagined I would officially enter
a field I previously knew nothing about one year
later – I have learnt so much about SCI and met so
many wonderful people. I am very fortunate that
the events in my life in the past year have led me to
where I am today.

Editors Note: We are really proud of and grateful
to all our volunteers. Recently, another one
of our longest office-based volunteers, Rafael
During my second week at AQA, I had already decided Carlo Maralit, finished up after finding fullthat upon completing placement I would love to
time employment. Good luck with your future
stay on and was fortunate enough to be asked to
endeavors Raf; we are very thankful for the time
stay on as a volunteer. Then further to that, after
you spent with us and the friendships we built.
a few months of volunteering with AQA Spire I was
fortunate enough to be employed as a Service
Partnership Coordinator with the sister organisation
of Spire, AQA Qualcare!
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NDIS

The NDIS Merry Go Round
As we know the National Disability Insurance Scheme
(NDIS) is being rolled out throughout Australia. It can be
overwhelming for some people, especially when there
are good and bad stories making their rounds around the
grapevine. Spire Information Officer Wayne talks to us about
his process of getting onto the scheme. Wayne hopes to
help others as they prepare for their planning meetings and
receive their first plan.
I have a story that probably

rings true with a lot of members…

Before the National Disability
Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
came to fruition I was a non–
compensated person who had to
pay for everything I required out
of my own pocket. This included
continence products, equipment,
home and car modifications;
basically anything a T4 spinal
cord injured person needed to
participate in life.
Now the Government was telling
me that I had the luxury of getting
products and equipment funded
through the NDIS. I made the
initial phone call to organise a
planning meeting with someone
from the NDIS to work out a plan
that would work for me. Sophia
from Box Hill got in contact, and

so a meeting was organised. While
she offered to come to my home,
I insisted that we could meet at
her office, so I travelled by train
to Box Hill. We talked about what
I needed, but being a self-funded
and independent person, used
to looking after myself, I found it
difficult to come up with a plan.
Some extraordinary figures were
thrown around, which I agreed to
at the time, thinking it would all
get knocked on the head. After
Christmas I received an email from
Sophia stating that my plan had
been approved and that I could
start to spend my allocated funds.
One of the things I requested in
my plan was a Mobility Allowance,
but after a few months I rang up
to inquire, as I haven’t received
any money for this. It was then I
was told that I had to pass on my
bank details so the funds would
be transferred into my account
automatically. I did this online
and now the funds are paid each
month.
I then decided that I needed new
tyres for my wheelchair so I rang
and asked how I would go about
doing this, but Sophia informed me
that because I did not specify new
tyres in my initial plan I could not
get them funded. How ridiculous

16
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I thought! Lucky for me, I work at
AQA with someone whose job is
to learn about the ins and outs of
the NDIS, and so I told her about
this barrier – and she found a loop
hole! I requested, and received
four new Schwalbe wheels, as
well as six tubes. I have also since
used my NDIS plan to receive four
new castors from Mobility Plus.
This taught me how important
it is to be very thorough in your
planning meeting, try and think
ahead about what you may need
– you will have a much easier time
getting it approved if it’s already in
your plan.
I also recently had a continence
review that took place in North
Ringwood with Coloplast; after
much persuasion from my work
colleagues. I figured that although
I had enough Speedicaths to get
me by for the foreseeable future
it was better to get three boxes
every two months to show that I
was utilising my NDIS funds.
I am still working my way through
the literature and working out
what else I can spend my money
on. I am worried that the funds
will not roll over after 12 months,
and if I don’t spend them I will be
allocated less next year. I would
recommend that all members go
to workshops or keep in the loop
about the NDIS so they can be
accustomed to the goings on. I
know I was very wet behind the
ears even though I had been to
workshops etc. so read anything
you can get your hands on and be
prepared before getting your plan
done!
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Virgin airlines joins QANTAS in offering
discounted Flights
Flying often comes with some associated stresses, including
cost. Virgin Australia has joined Qantas in now offering
discounts for people with a disability that need to travel
with the support of a family member or support worker. The
discounts only apply to domestic flights. This is a big step
forward in improving the travel experience of their guests.
The Virgin scheme offers a 50% discount to the carers fare,
whereas the Qantas scheme offers up to a 50% discount
for both carer and the passenger with the disability. Happy
flying everyone!
Virgin Australia
Virgin Australia have

implemented a Disability
Assistant Concession fare which
offers 50% discount for people
that need to travel with the
assistance of a family member
or support worker. This initiative
has been made available
in recognition of the many
travellers using the airline who
require special assistance when
travelling; making travel more
achievable for people who are
unable to fly independently. The
50% discount is applied to the
base fare for the family member
or support workers airfare.
While flight crew are there to
help travellers to be comfortable
and safe there is a limit to
the services they can provide
and so the Disability Assistant
Concession will help bridge this
gap.
Eligibility: To find out if you are
eligible you will need to contact
the Virgin Australia Guest Contact
Centre on 1300 139 303 who
will use the Independent Travel
June 2018

Criteria to asses if you are eligible
to travel with an assistant. It will
include things such as a support
worker assisting with bathroom
visits, fitting an oxygen mask
in case of an emergency and
administering medication. Should
you be eligible, the Contact Centre
will also be able to process the
discount for you. It will be applied
to all domestic travel.
Virgin Australia has lots of
information available on its
website about the accessible
services they offer which you
can check out here: www.
virginaustralia.com/au/en/help/
accessibility.

Qantas
Qantas has been offering the
Carer Concession Card for a little
while now. It is issued to people
with a disability and those with
high level support needs who
require the full-time assistance
of a family member or support
worker when they fly.
Eligibility: You are eligible if
you require one-on-one support
when seated on the aircraft for
assistance with things like meals,
transferring to the bathroom,
orientation and communicating
with the flight staff. You are
not eligible if you only need
assistance boarding the aircraft,
or when you arrive at your
destination; flight crew are able
to assist you with this.
The Qantas Carer Concession
Card is issued by People with
Disability Australia (PWDA).
Please contact PWDA for further
information and to apply:
T 1800 806 769
E qccc@pwd.org.au
W www.pwd.org.au/what-we-do/
qantascarerconcession.html

Did you know that the NDIS will pay for the
preparation and delivery of meals if you need?
You will still need to pay for the ingredients!
.org.au
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JOKES
Stories

New Home

Jim, Scott and Alex are tired after traveling all day
and check into a hotel.

My husband and I purchased an old home in
Southern Tassie from two elderly sisters.

When they get to reception, they find out they’ll
have to walk 75 flights of stairs to get to their room
because the elevator is out of order.

Winter was fast approaching and I was concerned
about the house’s lack of insulation.

Jim suggests that they do something interesting to
pass time while they walk the 75 flights.
Jim will tell jokes, Scott will sing songs, and Alex will
tell sad stories.
So Jim tells jokes for 25 flights, Scott sings songs for
25 flights and Alex tells sad stories for 24 flights.
When they reach the 75th floor, Alex tells his
saddest story of all, “Guys, I left our room key at
reception.”

2+2+2
Teacher: “If I gave you 2 cats and another 2 cats and
another 2, how many would you have?”
Johnny: “Seven.”
Teacher: “No, listen carefully... If I gave you two cats,
and another two cats and another two, how many
would you have?”
Johnny: “Seven.”
Teacher: “Let me put it to you differently. If I gave
you two apples, and another two apples and
another two, how many would you have?”
Johnny: “Six.”
Teacher: “Good. Now if I gave you two cats, and
another two cats and another two, how many
would you have?”

“If they could live here all those years, so can we!”
my husband confidently declared.
One November night the temperature plunged to
below zero, and we woke up to find interior walls
covered with frost.
My husband called the sisters to ask how they
had kept the house warm. After a rather brief
conversation, he hung up.
“For the past 30 years,” he muttered, “they’ve gone
to Gold Coast for the winter.”

New Job
Reaching the end of a job interview, the Human
Resources Officer asks a young engineer fresh out
of the Melbourne University, “And what starting
salary are you looking for?”
The engineer replies, “In the region of $125,000 a
year, depending on the benefits package.”
The interviewer inquires, “Well, what would you
say to a package of five weeks vacation, 14 paid
holidays, full medical and dental, company matching
supperannuation to 50% of salary, and a company
car leased every two years, say, a red Corvette?”
The engineer sits up straight and says, “Wow! Are
you kidding?”
The interviewer replies, “Yeah, but you started it.”

Johnny: “Seven!”

Need Help

Teacher: “Johnny, where in the heck do you get
seven from?!”

A man went to a social worker and told him he
wanted help because he thought he was a dog.

Johnny: “Because I’ve already got a cat!”

When the social worker asked him how long he had
been thinking he was a dog, he replied: “Ever since I
was a puppy.”

Water
Teacher: “What is the chemical formula for water?”
Student: “HIJKLMNO.”
Teacher: “What are you talking about?”

The social worker said: “OK, lay down on the couch.”
The man said: “I’m not allowed on the couch.”

Student: “Yesterday you said it’s H to O!”
18
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Quickie QM-710 Power Chair Package

2004 Chrysler Grand Voyager Accessible Van

Suitable for indoor and outdoor footpaths and good roads only. This
chair has a safety tilt and also a hydraulic lift. Also has an air pocket
seat. Adjustments have been made to suit client and are easily altered.
Has only been used in nursing home to transfer client to bed using
electric lift. Purchased new $12,600 and used up until end of 2016.
Price:
$5,000 Negotiable
Email: robynsholly@hotmail.com (Robyn in Gisborne)
(01/18#a)

2 position wheelchair access; lock down point; electric side doors; back
airbags for self levelling; toe bar; 6 stack DVD player; serviced since new;
great car to drive; 165,000 kms.

V6 Compact 40 Powered Wheelchair

Auto with Fully Enclosed Lockable Canopy; Reg July 2018; 350 Tieman lift
& tie downs to suit electric wheelchair; Rear Airbag Suspension; Recardo
Leather seats; Mag Wheels; Reversing Camera; Low Kms, RWC;
Price:
$18,000 or Best Offer

ROHO Cushion QS 910; Solid 12” drive wheels; Solid castor wheels;
Power tilt; Neoprene covers; Curved MPS Back, lumbar roll; Double
memory foam Dartex cover; Dynamics control system; Attendant
control, Whitmyre Cobra headrest, 6” pad; Forehead strap Very little
use. Purchased in 2015 for $14,000. New battery included worth $800.
Price:
$4,750
Phone: 0421 331 955 (Jill) or 0408 003 536 (Rod)
(12/17#a)

Mobility Scooter – Invacare Comet - 4 Wheel Electric
Onyx Blue; Modified Seat; Suit Larger Person; Minor Cosmetic Damage
Price:
$800 ono
Phone: 0403 021 822 (Judy)
(12/17#a)

Price:

$8,000 negotiable

Email:

dougmallen@hotmail.com (Doug)

2010 Ford Falcon - 1Tonner

Phone:

0431 675 666 (Gail, Port Welshpool)

5door; Auto 4sp 2.0i (Wheelchair) X Disabled Rear Access (Sloper); Only
selling since I have modified another car.. Compact and easy to drive and
park. Rego until June 2018. 129,537 kms; Auto, 5 Seats + Wheelchair; Rear
Air Suspension; Climate Control; 4 Cylinder, many morefeatures...

Price:

$18,900

Phone:

0402 676 983 (Steven)

Van Hoist / Lifting Machine

Frame Width 19”, Seat depth 15”, Frame length regular. 24” lite spoke
wheel. Backrest tension adjust Ballistic. Cost $4500. Includes Roho
Cushion 48xm x 41cm. 10 x 9 cells. Brand new - never used. Reduced
for quick sale.
Price:
$1,500
Phone: 0419 342 015 (Judi)
(09/17#a)

Van Hoist / Lifting Machine for wheelchair. Good condition.

Top End Crossfire T6; 19” x 16”; Quick release Spinergy 24” black
spoked wheels; ROHO cushion to match chair, dimensions; Location Shepparton
Price:
$1,200 plus freight
Phone: 0428 292 421 (Geoff)
(09/17#a)

$800

Phone:

0403 375 824 (David)

(03/18#a)

REGAL – Electric King Single Bed
Adjustable hi/low bed; king single extra length; brand new 1 week old;
fully electric; feet, head and whole bed raises up and down; cost $3,800
bed and pressurized mattress cost $1,500.

Price:

$1,500 ono

Phone:

0410 481 315 (Shaun)

(01/18#a)

SMDM SG50 - Lifting Vehicle Hoist

Price:
(03/17#a)

Smart Drive MX1+
Wheelchair Power Assist; hardly used; excellent condition; Purchased
in 2015; new $8,500.
Price:
$2,900
Phone: 0429 968 305 (Georgia)
(03/17#a)

Roho Cushion
Large size, Original box; 62(cm) x 56(cm) x 11(cm); 1 x Black Cover; 1 x
Blue Waterproof Cover; Also have a Gel Cushion; All in Good Condition.
Price:
$450 ono
Phone: 0403 021 822 (Judy)
(11/17#a)

June 2018

Price:

(09/17#a)

The SG50 Lifting Hoist is designed to be floor mounted and can be laid
flat in the vehicle when not in use. This dual pivot provides greater
manoeuvrability of the scooter or wheelchair within the vehicle.

TiLite 2GX Folding Manual Wheelchair
Titanium frame; Seat 17” x 18”
Price:
$3,500
Email: jsheard@optusnet.com.au (John)

(05/18#a

2003 Toyota Noah Van Wagon

Quickie Manual Wheelchair 2 Lite

Custom Lightweight Alloy Wheelchair

(06/18#a)

$1,500 ono

Phone: 0490 047 419 (Karla)

(12/17#a)

Wheelchair Ramp
120cmx80cm; Folds to 23cm ONLY 12kgs; Will take up to 300kgs in weight;
Brand new - never used

Price:

$150 ono

Phone:

0419 342 015 (Judi)

(09/17#a)

Logitech GT Racing Wheel & Tri Pin		
For PS3 / PS2 / PC; Excellent working condition; Comes with quick
release Tri pin for quads to use.
Price:
$250
Phone: 0416 556 183 (Gab) (06/18#a)

.org.au
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ITEMS FOR FREE

Adjustable Hi/Low Bed

FREE - COMPACT NELATON CATHETERS - FOR FEMALES

King Single with Extra Length, Fitted Roho Air Mattress, Polished
Wooden Bed Head and Footer. Fully Electric: feet, head and whole bed
raises up and down and angles.

Compact Nelaton Catheters - 18 Boxes x 30 pieces per box. Brand new
Phone: 9489 0777 (AQA Spire)
(03/18#a)

Price:

$800 ono

Phone:

0478 027 296 (Dennis)

(05/18#a)

Alternating Air Mattress ARJOHUNTLEIGH Auto Logic 110
Recently fully sterilised, wash, serviced and inspected by Arjohuntleigh;
Only used it twice; New approximately $7000; 1 x Auto Logic
ArjoHuntleigh Air Pump; 1 x Auto Logic 110 Air Mattress; Height12cm
Length203cm
Width86cm
Price:

$1,200 or Best Offer

Phone:

0403 072 102 (Bruno)

(11/17#a)

FireFly Electric Handcycle Wheelchair Attachment
From Rio Mobility; Total weight with battery 15kg; Barely used as not
able to manage throttle control; 24Volt Lithium battery; Easy on/off
wheelchair attachment; New 36 volt model controls.
Price:
$1,000
Phone: 0403 067 071 (Adrienne)
(06/18#a)

FREE - Layleh Lifter - Ceiling Hoist
Max: 130Kgs - It is an old one. I have been told that the brushes need
to be replaced, I have also been told an electrician or someone like
that would be able to do it. Comes with 2 batteries and a charger.
Phone: 9509 0363 (Con)
(02/18#a)

FREE - Pair 24” Quickie Wheels
Including axles, pushing rims and spoke guards; Pair Quickie spoke
guards including velcro attachment straps; Pair 24” tyres, grey,
standard sort; Can be taken as one lot or each pair separately; All very
good condition; Pick up Elsternwick.
Phone: 0422 528 258 (Hilary)
(04/18#a)

MORE CLASSIFIEDS
For a full list of classifieds and items for free, please
visit www.spire.org.au/community/classifieds or
contact us on 03 9489 0777 or info@spire.org.au.

SUPPORTING SERVICES TO PEOPLE WITH SPINAL CORD INJURY
Making a donation… (Donations of $2 or more are tax deductible)
With community support Spire continues to make a difference in the lives of people who sustain spinal
cord injury and for the family that support them. You can provide support with a donation.
By Phone – please ring Spire on 03 9489 0777 and have your credit card details available. (Mastercard,
Visa, American Express)
By Mail (cheque or credit card) – fill in the slip below and send with your cheque to:
AQA Victoria Ltd
P.O. Box 219
Fairfield VICTORIA 3078
Online:
Name: (Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms)
Address:
Suburb:		
P/Code:
Phone Number:
Mobile:
Email:
I’d like to donate: $
Card Type:
Card Number:
Expiry Date:
Name on Card:
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